SHOW NEWS
Multi-directional blade

The unique ‘Blade‘ rear safety light has been created to give
cyclists more presence on the road, a concept derived from the
designer personally seeing several cyclists nearly being knocked off
from behind. The unique stylish multi-directional design gives the
cyclist more protection, making the rear of the bike appear wider,
utilising ﬂashing LED’s to encourage drivers to take more care and
give more room when passing. Visit us at stand G7 in the retail area.
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Performance
breaking

Juin TECH, established in 2012,
produces a range of disc brakes for
ﬂat bar and drop bar bikes, combining
innovation with performance.
The patented design of the R1 hybrid
hydraulic road brake provides performance
controlled braking via cable pull actuation
at 143grams per calliper. Keeping pace
with industry standards, the F1 is a ﬂat
mount hybrid hydraulic disc brake with the
same performance and control of the R1.
Ebikes are catered for with the M1,
combining the looks and style of the R1
with increased performance to handle
the additional weight of eBikes.
The DB1 hydraulic disc brakes
for MTB/ﬂat bar bikes provides
progressive performance braking
in an array of anodised colours
to match any custom build.
All of the products are designed
and developed by Juin TECH and 100
per cent made in Taiwan. UK, EU
and rest of World (Excluding Asia)
distribution by Edge Sports UK LLP.
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New Pirelli P Zero Velo range
Over a century of know-how in the racing world
is ﬁnally available to those who ride to race themselves.
With P Zero Velo, cycling performance now meets the
reliability, the road handling and the grip of Pirelli.
Discover the new standard of cycling tyre excellence,
available in three different clincher tyre models:
P ZERO VELO – The P Zero Velo sets a new
standard in bicycle clincher performance. At
its core, the patented Pirelli SmartNET Silica:
enjoy superior grip in both dry and wet conditions,
as well as unparalleled puncture resistance
and mileage.

Race-tested drop tech

Get active with Eco Voltz

The Active is the latest edition to the Eco Voltz range, designed
using many of same high speciﬁcation features
and style as its best selling Urban eBike.
The aim was to design and produce a step-through eBike that
had all of the appeal of the ever-popular Urban model, but at a
price that would make it more aff ordable. Eco Voltz has achieved
both and believe that the ﬁnished product speaks for its self.
Available to buy direct from Eco Voltz for £849.00 (inc. VAT) and in a
choice of three colours – classic graphite, metallic blue or cherry red.
STAND
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k 01246 240 362
L www.ecovoltz.co.uk

P ZERO VELO TT – Designed for breath-taking
speeds, while reducing both rolling resistance
and aero drag, this is the fastest and most high
performance tyre in the P Zero Velo family.

P ZERO VELO 4S – Harsh weather? Cold
temperatures? The 4S is the way to go. With
increased wet grip and puncture protection, this
outstanding clincher will deliver an unbeatable
performing ride. Its unique tread design is
developed to shed water from your path giving
maximum conﬁdence in every weather condition.
STAND

G81

ULTIMATE is showcasing the new ground-breaking
dropper post, the Helix, with its unique pattern
pending design making it light, strong but most
importantly reliable, along with the new Vyce35
and 800 wide, 35mm Boom Bar that has been
pushed to its limits in development by Scott
Beaumont racing around the world in the Pro 4X
tour. Stealth ﬁnished in premium UD carbon to
pimp any bike but light enough to race and strong
enough to shred any kind of riding, with the perfect
combination of up sweeps to give you the balance
and total control to nail every berm and jump.
STAND
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20 / 20 vision

The majority of foldable electric bike owners never fold
away their bikes when not in use, but there is still the need for an
electric bike that takes up less space when at home, especially
for many city-dwelling commuters. Moreover, the main purpose
of a bike is to be ridden and unfortunately, the ride feel of a bike
gets compromised quickly by a folding mechanism.
Momentum Electric’s answer to this conundrum is 2wenty.
It is a compact and nimble bike that sports the same AUTORQ
system as its bigger siblings, Model T and Upstart. It
compacts easily and quickly with a quick turn and retraction
of the handlebar and a fold of the pedals. 2wenty takes up
little more space than a foldable electric bike but with a
quicker fold and a better ride feel. 2wenty is just as at home
in the city as it is in the outdoors in a camper van or on a boat.
Come give 2wenty a test ride
STAND
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